Sector Based Energy Efficiency Program
Questions
1) When is the RFP expected to be posted?
2) Can a proponent apply to multiple sectors, with multiple geographic areas, and if so, does each
sector applied for need a specific target and cost, or is the application for the total?
3) Will a proponent be allowed to pursue small-mid size manufacturing clients (500 kw-3000kw
demands) using the “Commercial” sector? This seems to be a forgotten sector, but has major
potential, especially in non-GTA areas.
4) Target Sector Energy Management Plan-will the EMP be based on the sector achievement
potential? Also, is this sector EMP to be created, or does the IESO have a specific plan already
and the proponent is to update this plan?
5) Will a sector EMP template be available and are there any such plans available for download for
reference? Understanding exactly the work expected for creating this plan would be helpful
before a cost response is submitted
6) Capability Project- is there any case studies available of successful CBPs available that would
exhibit the best process to implement such a plan? Does a powerpoint presentation used in LDC
presentations, webcasts or industry events that educate how to implement this plan qualify?
7) (from 2.4 (c)) Are all Capability Building Projects expected to be quantified for energy savings, or
are these deemed as qualitative savings and are energy reductions arising from these plans not
to be included in the targets?
8) Can a sector not mentioned be applied for, with the reasoning and potential behind the decision
to pursue this target stated? Even if multiple LDCs would like this sector worked?
9) If a geography and sector are awarded, and referrals from customers within that target take a
proponent to other sites/clients outside that scope, is that acceptable to still deliver those
projects, or must the proponent decline these invitations?
10) The payment schedules are listed, payment is only paid over 50% of target for mWhs delivered.
Are there bonus payments for over achieving target?
11) Are targets and costs to be made for 4 years, and be pro-rated upon execution date of the
contract?

